[1] Bar and island morphodynamics in the world's largest anabranching rivers are investigated using a new numerical model of hydrodynamics, sediment transport, bank erosion, and floodplain development, operating over periods of several hundred years. Simulated channel morphology is compared to that of natural rivers and shown to be realistic, both in terms of the statistical characteristics of channel width, depth, and bar shape distributions, and mechanisms of unit bar, compound bar, and island evolution. Results demonstrate that bar and island stability may be sensitive to hydrologic regime, because greater variability in flood magnitude encourages the formation of emergent bars that can be stabilized by vegetation colonization. Simulations illustrate a range of mechanisms of unit bar generation that are linked to local bed or bank instabilities. This link may explain the reduced frequency of unit bars observed in some large anabranching rivers that are characterized by stable vegetated islands and slow rates of channel change. Model results suggest that the degree to which sand-sized bed material is carried in suspension likely represents an important control on bar morphodynamics and channel network evolution, because of its influence on sand transport direction. Consequently, differences in the partitioning of the total sand load between bed load and suspension may provide a partial explanation for contrasting styles of anabranching in the world's largest sand-bed rivers. These results highlight a need for spatially-distributed flow and sediment transport data sets from large rivers, in order to support improved parameterizations of sand transport mechanics in morphodynamic models.
Introduction
[2] Big rivers play a central role in the drainage and basin sedimentation of the Earth [Potter, 1978; Milliman and Meade, 1983; Hovius and Leeder, 1998; Fielding et al., 2012] and are important drivers of global-scale sediment flux, carbon sequestration, water resources, and ecological diversity [Gupta, 2007; Latrubesse, 2008; Syvitski and Kettner, 2011] . The world's largest rivers share several common characteristics. For example, they are predominantly sand-bed channels, with high mean annual discharges (>10,000 m 3 s
À1
), low gradients (<10 cm km À1 ), high widths (1-10 km) and width: depth ratios , and multiple channels, also known as an "anabranching" channel pattern [cf. Latrubesse, 2008; Carling et al., 2013] (Figure 1 ). Despite these similarities, large rivers are characterized by remarkable diversity in terms of channel, bar and island morphology, rates of evolution, and hydrological connectivity to their floodplains [Orfeo and Stevaux, 2002; Ramonell et al., 2002; Latrubesse and Franzinelli, 2005; Best et al., 2007; Day et al., 2008; Assine and Silva, 2009; Rozo et al., 2012; Trigg et al., 2012; Lewin and Ashworth, 2013] . Moreover, the geomorphic functioning of large rivers remains poorly understood, due to the logistical constraints on data collection in channels that are often kilometers wide and >10 m deep [Ashworth and Lewin, 2012] , and the problems that are inherent in applying and evaluating numerical models of large river morphodynamics [Kleinhans, 2010] . Consequently, many important questions concerning the functioning and evolution of large rivers remain to be answered.
[3] Large anabranching rivers are characterized by substantial differences in rates of bank erosion, which vary from up to a kilometer during individual flood seasons (e.g., on the Jamuna, Bangladesh) [Ashworth et al., 2000; Khan and Islam, 2003; Best et al., 2007] to almost no channel movement for several decades (e.g., along sections of the Amazon left bank) [Rozo et al., 2012] . While high bank erodibility clearly influences channel dynamics [Bristow, 1987; Murray and Paola, 1994] , it does not appear to be essential to drive anabranching [Nanson and Knighton, 1996; Kleinhans et al., 2012] . Moreover, the interactions between bar construction and bank erosion (e.g., "bar push" versus "bank pull") remain poorly understood in large anabranching rivers, although recent research in smaller gravel-bed channels demonstrate that they are likely important [e.g., Allmendinger et al., 2005; Dunne et al., 2010; Parker et al., 2011] . The roles of vegetation and hydrologic regime as controls on large river morphology are equally unclear. For example, vegetation has been shown both to suppress and promote multithread channels [Nanson and Knighton, 1996; Gurnell et al., 2001; Eaton et al., 2010; Tal and Paola, 2010] , while recent studies have argued that it has virtually no effect on the geometry of large rivers [Eaton and Giles, 2009] . Moreover, while field studies have identified the role of variable discharge in driving braiding [Fahnestock and Bradley, 1973; Gurnell et al., 2001] , laboratory experiments have demonstrated that it is not a prerequisite [Ashmore, 1982 [Ashmore, , 1991 Bertoldi et al., 2009] and that such variability may be critical in encouraging the formation of single-thread channels, by giving vegetation the opportunity to colonize freshly deposited sediment [Tal and Paola, 2010] . These complexities are more difficult to resolve in the case of large rivers, due to the logistical problems involved in undertaking process-based studies of longterm channel evolution, and because of scaling issues inherent in laboratory modeling [Peakall et al., 1996; Paola et al., 2009; van Dijk et al., 2012] that mean classical dynamic scaling of large sand-bed rivers in laboratory channels is virtually impossible.
[4] Mechanisms of bar and island formation have been described for several large anabranching rivers, including the Amazon [Mertes et al., 1996; Latrubesse and Franzinelli, 2002; Rozo et al., 2012] , Jamuna [Ashworth et al., 2000; Best et al., 2007] , Negro [Latrubesse and Franzinelli, 2005] , and Paraná [Orfeo and Stevaux, 2002; Ramonell et al., 2002; Sambrook Smith et al., 2009 ]. In the current paper, we adopt a simple distinction between bars and islands based on the absence (bars) and presence (islands) of vegetation, although we note that this also results in differences in geometry and stability (discussed below). When referring to bars, we differentiate between unit bars (migrating lobate bed forms with heights and lengths that scale with channel depth and width, respectively) [Smith, 1974; Bridge, 2003] , and compound bars that are larger, more complex features. The latter are constructed by multiple phases of accretion and reworking involving stacking of unit bars, dunes, and smaller bed forms Bridge, 2003; Sambrook Smith et al., 2009; Ashworth et al., 2011] . Examples of each of these features are shown in Figure 2 . Previous studies [e.g., Mertes Ashworth et al., 2000; Latrubesse and Franzinelli, 2002] have identified the main morphological elements of large bars and islands and have developed conceptual models of bar evolution. However, understanding of bar and island morphodynamics is limited by the difficulties of obtaining data quantifying flow, sediment transport, and bathymetric change over time scales relevant to bar formation [Amsler et al., 2005] . Moreover, it remains unclear if large rivers differ significantly from smaller channels, for which process understanding is better. For example, while unit bars have been recognized as the fundamental building blocks of compound bars in smaller sand-bed rivers Horn et al., 2012] , studies of large anabranching rivers have suggested that unit bars may be less common [Ashworth and Lewin, 2012] or may play a less significant role in mid-channel bar construction [Ashworth et al., 2000] . However, this hypothesis remains untested, and some researchers have attributed the apparent lack of unit bars at high flow in large rivers to the difficulty of making observations in the presence of turbid water [Bridge and Lunt, 2006] .
[5] Numerical models offer a potential tool for addressing these issues, not least because they provide a framework for integrating understanding of flow, sediment transport, and channel evolution over long time periods. Reduced-complexity models that neglect much of the physics governing flow and sediment transport have been applied to simulate the evolution of braided channels [e.g., Murray and Paola, 1994; Coulthard et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2007] and shown to yield accurate predictions of flow characteristics in large anabranching rivers [Nicholas et al., 2012] . However, channel morphology simulated by such models can be unrealistic and highly sensitive to model grid resolution [Doeschl-Wilson and Ashmore, 2005; Nicholas and Quine, 2007] , due to their neglect of momentum conservation, and the resulting implications for modeling spatial gradients in flow and sediment transport fields.
[6] Comparatively few attempts have been made to simulate multithread river evolution using physics-based numerical models. Two-dimensional approaches that combine the shallow water equations with sediment transport relationships have been applied to model patterns of erosion and deposition within large braided sand-bed rivers over periods of days to weeks [Olesen and Tjerry, 2002; Wang et al., 2008; Xia et al., 2010] . Such applications are initialized using surveyed river bathymetry and typically simulate relatively minor changes in bed morphology due to the short time periods under consideration. Consequently, they do not provide a basis for assessing a model's ability to generate realistic river morphology, where this has not been imposed as an initial condition. Several researchers have adopted an alternative approach in which models are initialized using a straight channel with a constant bed slope and a small initial bed perturbation and then run to simulate the evolution of river morphology [Enggrob and Tjerry, 1999; McArdell and Faeh, 2001; Jang and Shimizu, 2005; Crosato and Saleh, 2010; Wang et al., 2010] . Where such models have been evaluated using data collected in laboratory flume studies, they have shown considerable potential for simulating braided stream morphodynamics [Jang and Shimizu, 2005] . However, the ability of physics-based models to provide a realistic representation of bar and island morphodynamics in large, braided or anabranching rivers has yet to be demonstrated. This may reflect limitations in current understanding of fundamental processes, or a failure to combine the relevant processes within a single physics-based model [Kleinhans, 2010] .
[7] The aim of this paper is to address the gaps in understanding highlighted above using a new model of large river morphodynamics: HSTAR (Hydrodynamics and Sediment Transport in Alluvial Rivers). Our objectives are to (i) assess the feasibility of simulating the evolution of large anabranching rivers over centennial time scales; (ii) examine model sensitivity to grid resolution, boundary conditions, morphodynamic scaling, and key aspects of process parameterization; (iii) establish the physical realism of simulated river morphology and bar and island morphodynamics; (iv) investigate the role of discharge variability, bank strength, and vegetation as controls on channel morphology; and (v) provide insight into the controls on unit bar frequency and styles of channel evolution in large sand-bed rivers.
Numerical Modeling
[8] The numerical model used in this study is described below in section 2.1. Following this, the design of the numerical simulations is outlined, and the model setup, boundary conditions, and parameter values are summarized (in section 2.2). Section 2.3 outlines the metrics used to quantify and evaluate the simulated channel morphology.
Morphodynamic Model Description
[9] HSTAR solves the two-dimensional, depth-averaged shallow water equations written in conservative form. Model equations are solved on a structured grid (resolution Δx, Δy) within which each grid cell is defined as either active river bed or floodplain (including vegetated islands). The conservation of mass and momentum equations solved by the model are expressed as:
where h is flow depth; t is time; q x and q y are unit discharge in the x and y directions; g is acceleration due to gravity; ρ is fluid density; z is bed elevation; τ xx , τ yy , τ xy , and τ yx are turbulent stresses; τ bx and τ by are bed shear stresses in the x and y directions; and F Sx and F Sy are stresses resulting from the effects of secondary flow. Turbulent stresses are treated using the Boussinesq approximation combined with a zero-order eddy viscosity model [Begnudelli et al., 2010] :
where u=q x /h and v=q y /h are the depth-averaged velocities in the x and y directions, υ t is the turbulent viscosity, and U * is the shear velocity, which is determined from the local bed shear stress. Bed shear stresses are modeled using a quadratic friction law:
where C is the Chezy friction coefficient, which can be treated as a constant or determined using the Colebrook-White equation:
where k s is a roughness length scale, which includes the effects of both grain and form roughness. In the current application, floodplain cells are assigned a constant Chezy roughness (C f = 10 m 0.5 s À1 ), which is representative of forested surfaces [Straatsma and Baptist, 2008] ; hence, variations in vegetation structure (and roughness) with surface age are neglected.
[10] The stress terms in the momentum equations (2a) and (2b) resulting from secondary currents are determined as a function of the intensity of spiral motion of the flow from the following expressions:
where |q| is the unit discharge magnitude, κ is the von
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Karman constant, and Φ is the spiral motion intensity of the flow, which is related to the radius of curvature (see below). This approach to modeling the stresses associated with secondary flow is adopted within the commercial code Delft3D [Lesser et al., 2004; Kleinhans et al., 2008; Deltares, 2010] . It is less sophisticated than a full treatment of the dispersive stresses, which is sometimes implemented when simulating flow in high curvature bends in laboratory-scale channels [e.g., Duan, 2004; Begnudelli et al., 2010] . However, a full treatment of the dispersive stresses is not necessary where curvature is low [Duan, 2004] , such as in large anabranching rivers where secondary circulation may be weak or absent [Parsons et al., 2007; Sandbach et al., 2012] .
[11] The spiral motion intensity of the flow is derived by solving an advection-diffusion transport equation of the form [de Vriend, 1981; Wu and Wang, 2004] :
where R is the local streamline radius of curvature (determined from the depth-averaged velocity field), D H is the horizontal diffusivity, and L is an adaption length scale, which is given by:
[12] The final term on the left-hand side of (11) accounts for the adjustment of Φ toward the local equilibrium value |q|/R.
[13] Two sediment size fractions are represented by the model: one sand fraction and one silt fraction. The proportion of sediment in each size class is stored in a series of vertical layers within each grid cell. Vertical layer thickness is set at 1 m for the simulations reported herein, as in previous morphodynamic simulations of the river Rhine [e.g., Sloff and Mosselman, 2012] . The initial sand fraction is set at 100% for channel cells and 30% for floodplain cells (i.e., floodplain cells are initially composed of 70% silt). Over the course of simulations, the sand:silt ratio for individual cell layers evolves due to erosion and deposition processes. For simplicity, a constant bed porosity is assumed, independent of the silt/sand ratio in each layer. Sediment transport calculations differ between active bed cells and vegetated floodplain cells. For active river bed cells, total sand transport capacity (q T ), which includes sand moved as bed load and suspended load, is determined using a form of the relation of Engelund and Hansen [1967] :
where |U| is the depth-averaged velocity magnitude, ψ is the sediment relative density, D is the representative (median) sand diameter, χ is a parameter that accounts for the effect of the local bed slope, and which is defined below (see equation (21)), and C 0 is a roughness coefficient determined from equation (6) with k s = 3D 90 = 6D (see section 4 for further discussion of this choice of transport formula). The Engelund-Hansen transport law has been used widely in morphodynamic modeling of fluvial, estuarine, and coastal settings [Marciano et al., 2005; van der Wegen et al., 2008; Kleinhans et al., 2008] . The total sand transport capacity in each grid cell is separated into two components to reflect the local availability of sandsized bed material. These components are the actual sand transport rate (q S ) and an excess transport capacity (q E ):
where p is the proportion of sand in the bed and (1 À p) is the proportion of silt.
[14] The sand transport direction deviates from the mean flow direction (defined by q x , q y ) due to the effects of secondary circulation [Stuiksma et al., 1985; Kleinhans et al., 2008] :
where R * is the effective radius of curvature of the flow, which differs from the local streamline curvature (R) and is determined from the spiral motion intensity (Φ). The parameter ε varies between 0 and 1, depending upon the mode of sand transport (i.e., bed load versus suspension). To determine the value of ε, the sand load is separated into bed load and suspended load fractions (ξ and 1 À ξ, respectively) using the approach of van Rijn [1984] . The bed load fraction moves in the direction of the near bed flow (ε = 1). The net direction of transport for the suspended sand fraction (1 À ξ) lies between the direction of the mean flow (ε = 0) and that of the near-bed flow (ε = 1) and is determined by integrating functions for the primary flow, secondary flow, and sand concentration profile [van Rijn, 1984; Kalkwijk and Booij, 1986] . Sand transport rates in the x and y directions (q Sx and q Sy , respectively) are then determined from:
where q *Sx and q *Sy are additional sand fluxes resulting from the effect of gravity acting on sand in motion on a sloping bed [Ikeda, 1982; Deltares, 2010] given by: 19b) where ∂z/∂n is the bed slope normal to the sediment transport NICHOLAS ET AL.: BAR AND ISLAND MORPHODYNAMICS IN MEGARIVERS direction and the parameter λ is defined using the expression of Talmon et al. [1995] :
where τ* is the dimensionless shear stress and k is a constant that takes a value in the range 1-2 [Talmon et al., 1995] . Sediment transport rates are also adjusted to account for the effect of the local bed slope parallel to the direction of sediment transport (∂z/∂s), via the parameter χ in equation (13):
[15] As in a number of morphodynamic models, bed slope effects are applied only to the bed load fraction of the sand load, because it is this component that is in contact with the bed [Olesen and Tjerry, 2002; Lesser et al., 2004] .
[16] Transport of silt is modeled using a two-dimensional advection-diffusion equation:
where ϕ is the depth-averaged sediment concentration and D R , E R , and B R are source terms representing rates of deposition, erosion from the bed, and sediment supply from banks, respectively. The deposition rate is modeled using the Krone equation:
where w S is the particle-settling velocity, τ b is the bed shear stress, and τ C is the critical shear stress (above which no deposition occurs).
[17] The rate of silt erosion from the bed in river cells is determined as:
where q Ex and q Ey are the components of the excess transport capacity in the x and y directions (determined from equation (14b)). This approach is based on the assumption that the rate of erosion in active bed cells is set by the amount of material that must be entrained to satisfy the total sand transport capacity (defined by equation (13)) and that the fraction of silt stored in the bed is released into suspension when this erosion occurs. For the simulations reported herein, the silt content of river bed cells is very low except in slack water zones located in the lee of the bar head. The bank sediment supply term (B R ) in equation (22) is determined from the silt-sized sediment fluxes delivered by lateral bank erosion, summed over all floodplain cells bordering the channel cell under consideration:
where (1 À p) is the silt fraction in the floodplain cells, and the bank erosion fluxes are calculated as:
where E is a dimensionless bank erodibility constant, q Tx and q Ty are the total sand transport capacities in the x and y directions, and S x and S y are the bank slopes.
[18] Net changes in bed elevation for active river bed cells are determined from the Exner mass balance relation: 27) where δ is the bed porosity. In this expression, M is a morphological scaling factor that is used to accelerate the rate at which the bed evolves, effectively decoupling the hydrodynamic and morphodynamic time steps used in the model. This is a common modeling strategy [e.g., Lesser et al., 2004; Crosato et al., 2012] , justified by the fact that the bed morphology evolves much more slowly than the hydrodynamic variables; hence, vertical changes in bed elevation during individual time steps remain very small. For most simulations reported herein, M is set at a value of 200. In effect, this means that a time step of~3 s in the hydrodynamic model is equivalent to~10 min of real time in the context of sediment transport and channel change. This approach is discussed below in the context of model sensitivity to M and choice of sediment transport relation. The third and fourth terms inside the square brackets in (27) represent the sand fluxes delivered by lateral bank erosion, summed over all floodplain cells bordering the channel cell under consideration. Equivalent bank-derived silt fluxes are not included in (27) because this material is assumed to enter suspension (via the B R term in equation (22)). In addition to the changes in bed elevation calculated using equation (27), the sand fraction ( p) in each grid cell is updated based on the net changes in the depth of sand (the first four terms inside the square brackets of (27)) and net changes in the depth of silt (fifth and sixth terms). Sand transport rate and associated mass balance calculations are implemented here using a capacitybased approach, which assumes that the transport rate is in local equilibrium with the flow. This approach remains valid while the sand transport adaption length is less than several multiples of the grid resolution [Begnudelli et al., 2010] . This criterion was evaluated using the adaption length definition of Begnudelli et al. [2010] and was satisfied for all simulations reported herein.
[19] Floodplain cells are treated differently to river bed cells in that they cannot be eroded vertically, unless they experience velocities in excess of a critical value (V cr ), when they are reactivated by vertical scour (as opposed to lateral bank erosion). Consequently, floodplain reworking occurs predominantly by lateral erosion, parameterized by equations (26a) and (26b) above. To prevent diffusion of topography and maintain distinct channel bank lines, bank erosion does not lead to a reduction in bank height when floodplain cells are eroded. Instead, the volume of material removed from the floodplain cell by bank erosion is recorded, and the floodplain cell is converted to a channel cell at the level of the channel bed in the bank adjacent cell once sufficient material has been removed to lower the floodplain to that level. Despite the simplicity of this bank erosion scheme, it has proven capable of simulating the development of high sinuosity meanders [Nicholas, 2013a] . Silt deposition is an important component of floodplain construction. Active channel cells are converted to floodplain cells when the maximum depth of inundation experienced over a specified time period (T veg ) does not exceed a given threshold depth (h cr ). Low T veg and high h cr values promote rapid vegetation colonization. This representation of floodplain development and bank erosion aims to capture the first-order controls on channel evolution and is simple in order to avoid over-parameterization of processes.
[20] Model equations are solved by explicit time integration using a finite volume scheme in which all variables are stored at the cell centers. The solution of fluid mass and momentum equations utilizes a higher-order Godunov scheme. Such schemes are commonly used to solve the shallow water equations in a range of applications including the simulation of within-channel flows, floodplain inundation, and dam-break floods [Fraccarollo and Toro, 1995; Mingham and Causon, 1998; Liang et al., 2008] . Mass and momentum fluxes are computed using the Hartex-Lax-Van Leer approximate Riemann solver [Harten et al., 1983] . Second-order accuracy in time and space is achieved using a predictor-corrector scheme and the montone upwind scheme for conservation laws approach to variable reconstruction [van Leer, 1979] . Spurious oscillations in the solution domain are prevented using the double minmod limiter, which has been recommended because of its neutral dissipation properties [Sanders and Bradford, 2006] . The model hydrodynamic time step (Δt) is defined to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy stability criterion. Validation of the hydrodynamic model in a large sand-bed river (the Rio Paraná, Argentina) is described elsewhere [Nicholas et al., 2012] . This study focuses on the simulation of river morphodynamics. The model outlined above is parallelized using a combination of openMP and MPI, and all simulations reported herein took approximately 2 weeks to complete using 12 cores on a SGI Altix ICE 8200 system with 2.8 GHz Intel Westmere dual hexcore nodes. The main flow and/ or sediment transport equations used in HSTAR are similar to those used in a number of other two-dimensional morphodynamic models [e.g., Enggrob and Tjerry, 1999; Lesser et al., 2004; Jang and Shimizu, 2005; Kleinhans et al., 2008; Crosato and Saleh, 2010; Wang et al., 2010] . The key differences between HSTAR and these alternative models are in the simple two-fraction sediment transport approach adopted here, the treatments of bank erosion and bar conversion to floodplain by vegetation, and the numerics of the hydrodynamic finite volume scheme.
Numerical Simulations
[21] Numerical simulations were conducted to study the evolution of large anabranching sand-bed rivers over periods of several hundred years. All simulations used the same initial conditions: a straight channel, 2.4 km (60 grid cells) wide and 12 m deep, having a constant slope (S ) with small (±0.1 m) white noise elevation perturbations. Trial simulations confirmed that qualitatively, styles of river evolution are independent of initial channel width, although narrower initial widths promoted greater initial channel widening, as might be expected. Boundary conditions consisted of a series of inflow hydrographs and a perturbation to the inlet bathymetry (both described below). Initial channel depth was set so that peak flows remain in-bank. However, vegetated islands that form during simulations as the channel widens are inundated during peak flows. All simulations were carried out using a model domain 50 km long by 16 km wide. In the default model setup, this was composed of 625 × 400 cells, each measuring 80 m long by 40 m wide. This cell aspect ratio (Δ x:Δy) provides the optimal balance between model efficiency and resolution, because it enables the use of larger model time steps (controlled predominantly by Δx), while maintaining the capability to resolve finer bars and channels in the cross-stream direction. Additional model runs were conducted for a subset of simulations using different cell sizes (including 60 m by 30 m and 60 m by 60 m) to assess model sensitivity to grid resolution (see section 3.2).
[22] Inflow conditions consisted of a series of sinewave hydrographs with a minimum discharge of 10,000 m 3 s
À1
and peak discharges that varied from 15,000 to 30,000 m 3 s À1 between individual events. The magnitude of this discharge is not unreasonable given that the world's largest rivers are usually associated with a mean annual discharge greater than 10,000 m 3 s À1 [Latrubesse, 2008] although the largest flows can peak at around 100,000 m 3 s
. Moreover, it is recognized that hydrograph shapes for natural rivers are more complex than the sinewave hydrograph used here and may vary substantially between rivers. However, the aim of this study is to investigate generic characteristics of river behavior for relatively simple boundary conditions, rather than to simulate specific hydrologic regimes. A sequence of floods with varying peak discharge was generated and applied in all simulations. In model simulations that used the default setup, each hydrograph lasted 3.65 days, which, for the default value of 200 used for M, is equivalent to 2 years of morphodynamic time (note that all times reported hereafter represent morphodynamic times scaled in this way). Trial simulations were conducted to establish that the short hydrograph duration did not lead to substantial attenuation of peak discharge along the model domain. The effective morphodynamic duration (e.g., 2 years) of individual events simulated here is likely more appropriate in large sand-bed rivers characterized by an annual hydrograph than in smaller channels that experience more frequent, shortduration events. Sand supply rates at the inlet to the model domain are assumed to be at capacity. Silt concentrations at the inlet (ϕ IN ) are held constant throughout simulations (i.e., they do not vary over the course of the hydrograph).
[23] In natural rivers and laboratory channels with low Froude numbers, meander bends and alluvial bars propagate predominantly in a downstream direction [Seminara, 1998 [Seminara, , 2006 van Dijk et al, 2012] . Consequently, in numerical models, unless such bed disturbances are introduced at the model domain inlet, the channel morphology downstream of the inlet is likely to evolve toward a relatively static configuration [Defina, 2003; Federici and Seminara, 2003] . A perturbation was therefore introduced at the upstream domain boundary to mimic an effect similar to the migration of lateral bars or a meandering thalweg through the inlet and to encourage the development of a non-symmetrical channel. This was achieved by representing the inlet cross section as a laterally inclined plane with a maximum amplitude (Z IN ) that tipped back and forth over time period (T IN ). Appropriate values for these parameters can be estimated from the amplitude, wavelength, and migration rate of bed disturbances (bars and thalwegs) in large rivers. For example, in the case of the Rio Paraná, Argentina [Ramonell et al., 2002] , typical thalweg wavelengths (approximately 10 km) and migration rates (100 m yr 
Metrics of Channel Morphology
[24] Model results are described and evaluated using a set of simple quantitative metrics. The number of individual channels (separated by dry bars/islands) was determined for each cross section in the model domain (e.g., each row of grid cells). The average value of this metric for all sections in the model domain is termed the braid intensity (or braiding index) and varies with flow stage (see below). The total planform area of wet cells divided by the domain length is termed the water surface width. Simulated channel depths are examined by considering the mean depth, maximum depth, and 99th percentile of the depth distribution, for any given channel digital elevation model (DEM) and discharge. The full depth frequency distribution is also considered when comparing simulated channel morphology with bathymetric data from natural rivers. Bar and island shapes are quantified in terms of the lengths of their major and minor axes (see Figure 2d ). These lengths were determined for simulated channels by identifying each individual bar or island as a group of adjacent dry pixels that is entirely surrounded by water. The major axis was determined as the longest straight line that could be drawn on the bar/island. Note that this implies nothing about the orientation of the major axis, and it was not assumed that the major axis was aligned with the grid axes. Typically, the major axis is aligned with the mean flow on either side of the bar. The minor axis was then determined as the longest line perpendicular to the major axis with start and end points on the bar/island. This definition allows the minor axis to cross a topographic low that contains water (e.g., a slackwater zone between the limbs that typically extend downstream of the bar head) and is similar to that adopted by other researchers who have quantified midchannel bar shape in large rivers [Orfeo and Stevaux, 2002; Sambrook Smith et al., 2005; Kelly, 2006] . Bar shape (denoted by Ω) is quantified here in terms of the ratio of major to minor axes lengths. The terms bar length and width are used interchangeably with major and minor axis lengths, respectively. In order to compare bar lengths for rivers of different sizes with model output, bar lengths are made dimensionless by dividing the major axis length by the mean width of all individual channels (<W>) within a reach. Data required for model evaluation were generated by digitizing bars and islands in several large sand-bed rivers. The rivers chosen for this analysis were the middle Paraná (mean annual discharge~17,000 m 3 s
À1
), the Japurá (mean annual discharge~14,000 m 3 s
), and the Jamuna (mean annual discharge~21,000 m 3 s
). These rivers were selected because of their contrasting planform morphology (see Figure 1) . Further details on their geomorphic characteristics are summarized elsewhere [Latrubesse, 2008] . Data for the Paraná were obtained from satellite images in which sandbars were visible (i.e., at low water). At moderate to high stages in this river, sandbars are typically submerged, but vegetated islands remain predominantly dry; hence, island shape changes little until overbank flows occur. In contrast, bar and island dimensions in the Jamuna depend strongly on flow stage [cf. Ashworth and Lewin, 2012, Figures 12b and 12c] . Consequently, distributions of bar and island shape were derived separately for low (February), intermediate (November), and high (September) stage conditions for the Jamuna. In the case of the Japurá River, only island shape is considered because few distinct sandbars are visible in satellite images (see Figure 1b) .
Results
[25] Model results are presented below in five stages. First, results are shown for a single simulation based on the default model parameterization (see section 3.1), in order to outline generic aspects of model behavior and to provide a baseline for comparison with subsequent simulations. Second, model sensitivity to grid resolution, morphodynamic scaling, inlet boundary conditions, and process parameterization is examined. Third, the role of discharge variability, bank strength, and vegetation as controls on channel morphology and its evolution is considered. Fourth, the statistical characteristics of modeled channel morphology are compared with data from anabranching rivers characterized by differences in planform pattern and rates of morphological change. Finally, mechanisms and styles of simulated bar and island evolution are examined in more detail and compared with observations of channel change in large anabranching rivers.
Simulated Channel Evolution
[26] Typical values of longitudinal slope (S ) and median bed sediment diameter (D) for large anabranching sand-bed rivers are in the range S = 1 to 10 cm km À1 and D = 0.2 to 0.5 mm [Latrubesse, 2008] . In the default model setup, values of S = 5 cm km À1 and D = 0.4 mm were used. These values ensure that the adaption length criterion, outlined above, is satisfied. Results from a series of model runs are presented below and compared with a baseline simulation for which the following parameter values were used: . The value of the parameter k is based on the analysis of Talmon et al. [1995] and on recognition that in large sand-bed rivers, a substantial fraction of the sand load is transported in suspension [Amsler et al., 2007] .
[27] Figure 3 illustrates channel morphology at selected points in time over the 530 year period of the baseline simulation that used the default model setup. The simulation duration reflects both the time scale over which the channel morphology approaches a state of equilibrium, and also a practical constraint imposed by available computational resources. It is also worth noting that few natural systems experience steady hydrological and sediment supply regimes over such extended time periods; hence, simulations should not be interpreted as representative of natural channel evolution over such time scales. Figure 4 shows the time series of peak discharge and the evolution of channel width, depth, and braid intensity for this simulation. Initial development of bed topography is associated with downstream propagation of alternate bar complexes (Figure 3a ). These are promoted by the transverse bed gradient at the domain inlet, which encourages deposition downstream of the inlet thalweg, and lateral topographic forcing of flow to the opposite bank, leading to the development of a meandering thalweg. This phenomenon is similar to that observed in laboratory experiments [Fujita, 1989; Fukuoka, 1989; Lanzoni, 2000] and associated numerical modeling [Defina, 2003; Bernini et al., 2006] . However, in the simulations reported herein, lateral shoals are associated with flow divergence and become detached from the channel banks by chute cutoff [cf. Ashmore, 1982] . Individual shoals then form midchannel bars, while flow divergence at the bar head drives the generation of new sediment lobes (unit bars) that also propagate downstream and may initiate further shoaling and bar development (e.g., upstream of label X in Figure 3b ). Small amplitude bed forms (unit bars) also develop throughout the channel as a result of the growth of perturbations in the initial bed topography (see downstream end of Figure 3a ). These bed forms grow as they migrate downstream, but are quickly overtaken by the disturbances that propagate from the domain inlet. Model sensitivity to the inlet boundary condition is discussed further in section 3.2 below.
[28] The initial stage of channel evolution results in a sequence of evenly spaced midchannel bars separated by a distance equal to half the wavelength of the sinuous thalweg. These bars are typically characterized by limbs that extend downstream on either side of the bar head, sometimes with one limb outgrowing the other as the bar becomes asymmetric over time. Concentration of flow within the topographic low between these limbs can promote bar dissection at times of peak discharge (e.g., at label Y in Figure 3b ). This initial sequence of bar evolution is similar to that observed on the Jamuna [Ashworth et al., 2000, Figure 11, stages 3-6] . These regularly spaced bars are conveyed downstream and eroded within approximately 10-15 years. Thereafter, bar sizes, shapes, and locations become increasingly variable, and the simulation enters a phase in which bars are highly mobile and transitory features (Figures 3c and 3d) . Bar height varies substantially in space and time as a function of bar age and the magnitude of recent discharge peaks, which determine maximum water levels that set a limit on bar top aggradation. Median bar length at low flow tends to increase over time (from approximately 1.9 km in the first 200 years of the simulation to approximately 2.65 km over the subsequent 330 years), in part due to channel widening by bank erosion (Figure 4b ). Large vegetated islands develop from approximately 250 years onward, following a period of frequent high ).
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flows that promote bar aggradation. The subsequent 60 year period is characterized by lower peak flows, encouraging vegetation establishment on emergent bar surfaces. Vegetated islands provide stable nuclei around which more mobile unit bars and compound bars aggregate (Figures 3f and 3g ). This creates semipermanent (life spans of several hundred years) stable islands, leading to zones of reduced channel dynamism. Slow but progressive erosion of vegetated islands may ultimately promote a return to a more dynamic state characterized by smaller and more mobile unvegetated bars (e.g., near label Z in Figure 3g ).
[29] Braid intensity at low flow increases progressively over the simulation. High flow braid intensity is lower and more variable, due to variations in peak discharge. Braid intensity for the highest discharges remains low until after the establishment of large vegetated islands at approximately 250 years ( Figure 4a ) and declines after approximately 460 years. The latter reflects a period of island reworking (described above) that also promotes an increase in water surface width for all discharges (Figure 4b ). This occurs after a period of approximately 200 years during which water surface widths were relatively steady (for any given discharge). The degree to which simulated rates and styles of bar development and channel evolution are consistent with those observed in natural rivers is discussed in more detail in section 3.5.
Model Sensitivity
[30] A series of model runs were carried out to assess the sensitivity of simulated channel morphology to changes in the model grid resolution, morphodynamic scaling factor (M ), inlet boundary conditions, and the parameterization of bed roughness and sediment transport. Model runs conducted using finer grid resolutions or lower morphodynamic scaling factors than those used in the baseline simulation are more computationally intensive and are typically of shorter duration than the baseline run described in section 3.1. In such cases, simulation results are compared after periods of between 150 and 320 years. Sensitivity experiments were conducted for the baseline model parameterization and for cases involving higher bank erodibility (E = 10).
[31] Figures 5a-5c show channel morphology after 250 years for three simulations that use the baseline parameterization, but with E = 10. These model runs examine the effects of varying grid cell resolution and aspect ratio. All three simulations produce braided channels characterized by dynamic bars that are large and relatively free of vegetation (due to the higher value of E relative to the baseline model run). Table 1 summarizes selected metrics of channel morphology for these simulations (values have been averaged over the periods from 100 to 150 years and 200 to 250 years). The main influence of grid resolution is on bar size, because grid resolution sets a limit on the smallest features that can be resolved. Consequently, the simulation that uses the finest grid (60 m × 30 m; Figure 5b ) is characterized by the smallest bars and the highest density of bars (N). Moreover, both average and maximum bar sizes tend to be smaller for this model run. Channel widths and braid intensities are similar for all simulations. Braid intensity is lowest where Δx = Δy (Figure 5c ) because of the coarse lateral grid resolution (60 m), which limits the number of channels that can be resolved across a section. These results are typical of other time periods during these simulations and indicate that simulated channel morphology is weakly dependent on grid resolution. Importantly, bar shape (Ω) is largely independent of both grid resolution and aspect ratio (Δx/Δy).
[32] Figures 5d-5g show channel morphology after 320 years for four simulations that examine the effects of changes in model process parameterization. Figure 5e shows results for a simulation that uses the baseline model parameterization, in which k = 2 (see equation (20)). Figures 5d and 5f use the same model setup, but with k = 1 and k = 3, respectively. The transition from Figure 5d to 5f therefore illustrates the effect of an increase in the strength of sediment deflection by gravity in the direction of the transverse bed slope. This promotes enhanced sediment transport from bar tops toward channel thalwegs, leading to smaller bars, shallower channels, and a more discontinuous thalweg. At present, the value of k is poorly constrained by field data, and the values used here are informed by the observations of Talmon et al. [1995] . The importance of gravitational deflection of bed load as a control on channel morphology is discussed in more detail below (see section 3.5). [33] Figure 5g shows the results for a simulation that uses the baseline parameterization, but with the Chezy coefficient used in bed shear calculations (equations (5a) and (5b)) defined using the Colebrook-White equation (6). A value of k s = 0.15 m is used here, which yields a value of C = 49 m 1/2 s
À1
, for the mean flow depth in this simulation. This depth-dependent roughness formulation leads to an increase in velocity and sand transport capacity in deep areas of the channel relative to shallow areas. This encourages scouring of thalwegs and deposition on bar tops; hence, it has a similar effect on channel morphology to a reduction in k (discussed above), although individual bars and islands in Figure 5g tend to be smaller than in Figure 5d , and the braidplain width is narrower. Overall, model results illustrate that channel morphology is sensitive to the parameterization of bed roughness and the gravitational deflection of sediment in the direction of the local bed slope. However, model results are robust in the sense that bar shapes, and processes and styles of bar evolution (discussed further in sections 3.4 and 3.5) are consistent between simulations and are largely independent of model parameterizations. Consequently, generic insight into bar and island morphodynamics can be obtained without the need to calibrate these parameters precisely, although in order to apply the model to simulate a specific field prototype, rigorous calibration would be required.
[34] Figures 6a-6d show channel morphology after 530 years for four simulations that utilize contrasting inlet boundary conditions, but are identical to the baseline simulation in all other respects. In the baseline model run, the amplitude and period of the inlet oscillation are Z I = 10 m and T I = 40 years, respectively. Results shown in Figure 6a are for a replicate of the baseline run that uses the same values of Z I and T I , but a different discharge time series (with identical statistical properties). As expected, although the exact spatial distributions of bars and channels for this simulation and the baseline model run are different, overall, the channel morphology is similar, both visually and in terms of quantitative metrics. For example, low flow braid intensity over the final 20 years of the baseline simulation (shown in Figure 3g ) ranges from 2.46 to 2.73 (mean of 2.56) compared to a range of 2.46 to 2.65 (mean of 2.58) for the simulation shown in Figure 6a . This provides an indication of the variability in simulation results that occurs independent of differences in model parameterization. For Z I = 10 m and T I = 4 years (Figure 6b ), the channel remains braided throughout the majority of the model domain, but a large island forms near the reach inlet. This is also the case where Z I = 1 m and T I = 40 years (Figure 6c ), although upstream of the island near the inlet, a pair of small stable islands also form on either side of the channel. This configuration is repeated in Figure 6d (Z I = 0.2 m and T I = 1 year), and there is also evidence that this Figures 6b-6d are 2.27, 2.29, and 1.97, respectively (compared to 2.58 in Figure 6a ). However, in the downstream 70% of the model reach mean low flow braid intensities are higher (2.34 for the simulation in Figure 6b and 2.60 for Figure 6c ). Overall, these results indicate that weaker inlet perturbations (e.g., lower values of Z I and/or T I ) promote more symmetrical (and potentially more stable) channel configurations near the inlet. However, the channel remains braided throughout the majority of the domain and there is no unequivocal evidence of model sensitivity to the inlet condition in the downstream 70% of the reach until both parameters are reduced substantially (as in Figure 6d ). Moreover, typical values for bar and thalweg dimensions and migration rates in large sand bed rivers (discussed above) imply that values of Z I and T I in the order of those used in the baseline simulation are appropriate.
[35] Figures 6e-6g show channel morphology after 150 years for three simulations that use different values of the morphological scaling factor (M). Other model parameter values and setup conditions are identical to those in the baseline simulation, but with E = 10. Figures 7a and 7b show changes in braid intensity and water surface width for these model runs. Simulated channel morphology after 150 years in the upstream 15-20% of the model domain is approximately identical for these three model runs. Because bed elevation disturbances propagate downstream, small differences between these model runs tend to grow through time and farther downstream. Despite this, the distribution of bars and channels in the downstream 80% of the model domain at 150 years is similar for different values of M, in terms of the number and size of bars. Moreover, differences in width and braid intensity for these simulations are relatively small (see Figure 7 ) and do not vary systematically with M. For example, for the period from 130 to 150 years (the final 20 years of the simulation conducted using M = 50), mean low flow braid intensities for simulations shown in Figures 6e-6g are 2.24, 2.33, and 2.25, respectively. These results show that simulations conducted using different values of M are not identical but that channel morphology develops along the same morphodynamic trajectory and at the same rate (i.e., channel width and braid intensity follow the same temporal trends). In addition, during the early stages of channel development (e.g., equivalent to stages a and b in Figure 3b ), direct comparison between simulations is possible in terms of the evolution of specific bars. This illustrates that bar migration rates do not differ significantly as a function of M.
Controls on Large River Morphology: Discharge, Bank Strength, and Vegetation
[36] In order to examine the role of bank strength, vegetation, and discharge variability as controls on channel form in the numerical model, a matrix of 12 simulations was conducted using three values of the bank erodibility parameter (E = 1, 3, and 10), two parameterizations of vegetation that promote slow floodplain development (T veg = 10 years, H cr = 0.1 m) and rapid floodplain development (T veg = 6 years, H cr = 0.3 m), and two contrasting hydrological regimes. The latter consisted of first, a series of hydrographs with varying peak discharge, as in the baseline simulation, and second, a constant discharge of 22,500 m 3 s À1 (equal to the average flood peak in the simulations with varying discharge). Figure 8 shows the simulated river morphology for eight of these model runs after a period of 500 years. Table 2 summarizes the key metrics of channel form for these simulations.
[37] Model results illustrate the expected tendency for channel width and braid intensity to increase with bank erodibility (e.g., compare Figures 8c and 8d) . This is the case for both discharge regimes considered and for both slow and rapid vegetation colonization. Despite the apparent differences in channel morphology evident in Figure 8 , there is remarkable consistency in channel width and depth for simulations involving constant and variable discharge (i.e., when comparing metrics for simulations with the same bank erodibility and parameterization of vegetation colonization in Table 2 ). When banks are highly erodible (E = 10), constant discharge promotes higher braid intensity than variable discharge, particularly where vegetation is established rapidly (compare Figures 8a and 8e and see Table 2 ). In contrast, when banks are strong (E = 1), constant discharge promotes lower braid intensities than variable discharge, particularly where vegetation is slow to colonize (compare Figures 8d and 8h and see Table 2 ). Moreover, bars and islands generated under constant discharge tend to be small (Figures 8f-8h ) except where banks are weak and vegetation develops rapidly (Figure 8e ). These trends reflect two main controls on bar development. First, strong banks limit channel width, maintain high sediment transport rates, and restrict bar development, especially where vegetation is slow to stabilize bars. Second, water level sets the maximum height to which bars can aggrade. Consequently, variable discharge promotes bars that grow to the height of the largest floods, so that at lower water levels, the exposed bar extent is larger than where discharge does not vary. In the latter case, bar emergence is dependent on a drop in water level associated with local thalweg scour or bank erosion. As a result, where discharge is steady and bank erodibility is low, bars rarely emerge above the water (see Figure 8h ) and vegetation establishment is restricted. Despite the relationship between discharge variability and bar height, topographic relief does not vary substantially or consistently between simulations. This may be because lower bar heights associated with constant discharge are compensated by greater maximum scour depths. By comparison, where discharge varies, scour pools tend to fill slightly (by <2 m) at low discharge, and maximum flow depths at high flow are approximately 10% lower than for simulations with constant discharge. The inability of bars to emerge and stabilize where discharge is constant and vegetation establishment is slow leads to a dynamic channel with a bed that is reworked rapidly, particularly where channels are narrow because bank erodibility is low. This tendency is indicated by
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), whereas (e-h) simulations use a constant discharge of 22,500 m 3 s
. Runs a, c, e, and g use high bank erodibility (E = 10), whereas runs b, d, f, and h use low bank erodibility (E = 1). In runs a, b, e, and f, vegetation establishment is rapid (T veg = 6 years, H cr = 0.3 m), whereas in runs c, d, g, and h, vegetation establishment is slow (T veg = 10 years, H cr = 0.1 m). The scale bar for vegetated surface age is truncated to show a maximum age of 200 years.
the fraction of the channel that experiences >2 m of bed level change over a 50 year period (Table 2) .
[38] These results imply that hydrologic regime is likely an important control on bar stability and channel morphology in large anabranching rivers. Moreover, they show that feedbacks between flow variability, bank erodibility, and vegetation development in the model lead to significant differences in bar and island morphodynamics for rivers characterized by the same slope, grain size, and roughness conditions. These feedbacks appear physically realistic 
Evaluation of Modeled Channel Morphology
[39] Evaluation of models that simulate large river morphodynamics can be difficult for a number of reasons. First, the data required to define initial and boundary conditions and assess model results are rarely available, particularly where predictions of channel change are made for real-world prototypes over periods of decades to centuries. Second, where data do exist, they may not be suitable for model evaluation. For example, although braided stream laboratory experiments may provide data on channel evolution [e.g., Ashmore, 1982; Fukuoka, 1989; Hoey and Sutherland, 1991; Warburton and Davies, 2006] for known initial and boundary conditions, such experiments are generally for gravel-bed river prototypes. Consequently, comparison with experimental data will not enable an assessment of model performance in the context of the large sand-bed rivers, which form the focus of this study. Third, due to the nonlinear nature of fluvial form-process feedbacks, attempts to apply models to simulate spatial patterns of erosion and deposition and match these with observed morphologic changes at specific locations are unlikely to succeed [Kleinhans, 2010] . Instead, it is more appropriate to assess model realism in terms of the statistical characteristics of channel morphology. With these limitations in mind, model realism was assessed using a twofold strategy. In this section, quantitative metrics of channel form (width, depth, and bar/island geometry) for simulated rivers are compared with equivalent data from a number of large anabranching rivers. Following this, in section 3.5, mechanisms and rates of bar and island evolution in model simulations are compared with observations of channel change in large sand-bed rivers derived from satellite imagery.
[40] Figure 9 shows cumulative frequency distributions of bar and island shape (Ω) and dimensionless length (bar length divided by the mean width of all individual channels in a reach) for selected rivers and for model output. Model results are shown in Figures 9c and 9d for a simulation conducted using the baseline parameterization, but with high bank erodibility (E = 10). The channel planform morphology for this model run is shown in Figure 8c . Figure 9a shows that bar shapes are similar for the natural rivers considered here and are also largely independent of stage in the Jamuna. Median values of bar shape (Ω 50 ) for natural sandbars vary between 2.39 (Paraná) and 2.67 (Jamuna at both low and high stage). Islands tend to be more elongate than bars, with median shape values of 4.26 (Japurá), 3.35 (Paraná), and 2.51 to 2.81 (Jamuna at low and high stages, respectively). Similar values have been reported by Sambrook Smith et al [2005] for six large sand-bed rivers (mean values of Ω = 2.0 to 4.0), by Orfeo and Stevaux [2002] for a combined data set of bars and islands in the Paraná (Ω 50 = 3.7), and by Kelly [2006] for a large braided river data set (mean values of Ω = 4.5 to 5.0 for all rivers and 3.0 to 4.0 for large sand-bed rivers). Modeled bar shape distributions cover a similar range and are also somewhat independent of discharge. For example, for the results shown in Figure 9c , Ω 50 = 3 at both low and high flows, while Ω 50 = 3.12 at intermediate flows. Simulations conducted with different bank erodibilities and rates of vegetation colonization produce similar bar shape distributions. Moreover, bar shape statistics appear to be independent of model grid cell aspect ratio, as discussed above. As in the case of natural channels, simulated islands tend to be more elongate than bars, and for the results shown in Figure 9c , Ω 50 varies with discharge between 3 (high flow) and 3.86 (intermediate flow). Dimensionless bar and island lengths in nature and in model simulations are characterized by greater variability than bar shapes and show much stronger dependence on water level. Median island lengths are typically 10-20% greater than for bars in the model and in the Paraná, whereas in the Jamuna vegetated islands are significantly longer than sandbars (median island lengths are typically 3-10 times greater than median bar lengths). However, small and large islands in nature may not have the same genetic origin, and model simulations are not long enough to generate islands by floodplain dissection. Moreover, island length tends to increase over time, as small islands merge and become streamlined by lateral erosion (see section 3.5). Since model runs extend for periods of approximately 500 years or less, very large islands may not have sufficient time to develop. Similarly, simulations are typically characterized by a larger proportion of shorter bars than the natural channels examined here, which may reflect an increase in the frequency of more complex bars in nature that are the product of multiple phases of bar accretion. Despite these differences, in other respects, simulated and natural rivers show good agreement in terms of bar and island geometry.
[41] Figure 10 shows frequency distributions of channel width for the Jamuna, Paraná, and Japurá and for two model simulations. Data for the natural rivers were derived by digitizing all channels across a series of equally spaced cross sections over~100 km river reaches. The distribution of individual channel widths was then nondimensionalized by the average of the individual widths. Data shown in Figure 10 for the Jamuna represent the average frequencies for high, intermediate, and low stage (solid line) and the maximum and minimum frequencies associated with these three flow stages (dashed lines). Width distribution data were extracted from the baseline model run and from a second simulation, identical to the Figure 10 . Frequency distributions of dimensionless channel branch width (branch width/mean width of all branches in a river reach) for natural rivers and model simulations conducted using the baseline model parameterization with fast and slow rates of vegetation establishment. The solid line for the Jamuna represents the average width distribution for low, intermediate, and high flow conditions. Dashed lines indicate the maximum and minimum frequencies for the Jamuna for these three water levels.
baseline except with more rapid vegetation colonization (T veg = 6 years, H cr = 0.3 m). Frequency distributions for both natural and modeled rivers are characterized by an exponential decline in frequency for larger channels. Overall, modeled width distributions are consistent with field data, although there is a tendency for the smallest channels to be underrepresented in the simulated channel morphology, particularly when compared with the data for the Jamuna at high flow, when bar top channels are inundated. This may reflect a physical limit on the minimum channel size that can be represented by the model for any given grid resolution. For example, channels narrower than one to two grid cells (typically 40-80 m) cannot be resolved by the model. Moreover, channel edge cells convey relatively less discharge where the channel is not aligned parallel to the grid lines, as a consequence of which channels that are represented by few cells convey little discharge and so are more likely to infill due to their low capacity for sediment transport. For this reason, channels narrower than three to four grid cells (approximately 200 m) are likely to be under-represented in the modeled width distributions.
[42] Figure 11 compares frequency distributions of flow depth for two model simulations with distributions for two reaches of the Rio Paraná. Because of the very low water surface slope of the modeled and natural rivers (5 cm km À1 in both cases), these depth distributions are essentially equivalent to bed elevation distributions; hence, this comparison enables a partial assessment of the statistical distribution of modeled bathymetry. Model results are shown for two simulations. These differ from the baseline model run in that they were conducted with low bank erodibility (E = 1) in order to yield channel widths similar to those for the reaches of the Paraná considered here (mean widths in the range 2-3 km). Simulations examined channel morphology for both slow and fast parameterizations of vegetation colonization. Depth data for a 30 km reach of the Rio Paraná at Itatí were obtained from a previous application of the hydrodynamic model, which is described elsewhere [Nicholas et al., 2012 , Figure 1 ]. Data for the Paraná near Santa Fe were provided courtesy of M. Amsler, R. Szupiany, and Dirección Nacional de Vias Navegables and were derived from eight bathymetric surveys conducted over the period since 1920 [cf. Ashworth and Lewin, 2012, Figure 16, p. 102] . The eight surveys were used to derive an average depth distribution and upper and lower limits on the frequency in each depth class (dashed lines in Figure 11 ). Depths in these bathymetric surveys have been corrected using the nearby stage gauge to be equivalent to those associated with a discharge of 15,100 m 3 s
À1
, which is the discharge modeled at the Itatí reach. Flow depth distributions for the model simulations were also generated for this discharge. Figure 11 illustrates that both reaches of the Rio Paraná and both model runs have very similar depth distributions, characterized by a near-linear decline in frequency for areas shallower than a threshold depth of approximately 12 m. For deeper flows, there is a sharp decline in frequency down to a maximum depth of approximately 25-28 m (30 m at Santa Fe, where the channel passes through a flow constriction that promotes bed scour). The close agreement between modeled and natural channel depth distributions is not in itself a demonstration that the modeled channel bathymetry is realistic. However, in combination with the bar geometry and channel width metrics outlined above, the depth distributions shown in Figure 11 provide further confidence that the model is reproducing characteristic geometries and morphologies of large anabranching sand-bed rivers.
Comparison of Modeled and Observed Bar and Island Morphodynamics
[43] This section examines modeled and observed channel dynamics and focuses predominantly on process-form interactions at the bar scale. Figure 12 illustrates mechanisms and rates of modeled bar and island evolution over a period of 200 years for a 16 km section of river. The first stage of sandbar initiation typically involves migration of a sediment lobe (unit bar), which emerges at the water surface due to bed aggradation and/or a drop in stage. Such incipient bars typically form on the crest of the leading edge of migrating sediment lobes (e.g., upstream of label U in Figures 12a  and 12d ). Flow diverges around such features, transporting sediment downstream around either side of the stalled lobe crest and creating two new sediment lobes. These lobes continue to migrate, forming limbs that extend downstream of the bar head for distances of several hundred meters to a few kilometers, giving newly initiated sandbars a characteristic v-shape (see bar near label W in Figures 12b and 12c) . Such v-shaped bars are evident in model simulations over a range of scales, from approximately 300 m (bars near label X in Figures 12g and 12i) up to approximately 2.5-3 km (bar near label W in Figure 12c ). Unit bars and, subsequently, compound bars form in areas of reduced velocity (typically in flow expansions downstream of bars or islands that confine the flow and promote local bed scour) and migrate downstream as they grow. Many such bars are transient features that are eroded when overtopped during flood stage, or which migrate downstream into a channel thalweg where sediment transport capacity is high (e.g., bars that form near U in Figures 12a and 12d, and near X in Figures 12e-12i never stabilize). In contrast, bars that form in wide flow expansions, such as in the lee of a large upstream island (e.g., island Y in Figure 12b ), grow vertically and become stabilized by vegetation (e.g., the bar near W in Figure 12c , which becomes vegetated and then persists over the rest of this simulation). This process occurs over a period of approximately 20-25 years and the resulting island grows both by lateral and downstream accretion, the latter being restricted by the meandering thalweg downstream of the island, into which it grows. This island also develops by upstream accretion (Figure 12j onward), which is encouraged by erosion of the adjacent bank. The island at location Y in Figure 12b exhibits a complex sequence of evolution, which involves multiple phases of growth by bar head and lateral accretion (e.g., in Figures 12d and 12g-12j) . At other times, this island is eroded laterally and is streamlined by the flow (e.g., between Figures 12e and 12h) , although it retains a central older core that becomes progressively elongate in form. This island develops an asymmetric shape, with one longer and more stable limb (on the true left) that forms where velocities are lower. The morphology of the opposite island limb, near the main channel thalweg, is more complex and is composed of multiple vegetated fragments. Accretion in this area is frequently dissected during high flows (e.g., upstream of label Z in Figure 12k ), leading to the construction of secondary islands (same location in Figure 12l ). Many islands are characterized by low lying areas and standing water associated with the slackwater zone that forms between v-shaped compound bar limbs, or topographic lows between multiple phases of bar head or lateral unit bar accretion [cf. Best et al., 2006] . Examples of many of the morphological features evident in model simulations can be seen in Figure 2 , including unit bars generated on either side of stalled lobe crests (Figures 2a and 2c) , v-shaped bars and compound bars (Figures 2b and 2e) , bar head accretion (Figure 2d ), [44] Mechanisms of channel evolution similar to those described above are evident in the Rio Paraná. For example, Figures 13a-13e provide an example of bar formation in the flow expansion at U (Figure 13a ), followed by conversion to a vegetated island over a period of approximately 20 years. This time scale for island formation is comparable to that in model simulations described above. Following its development, flow is confined to the channels on either side of bar U (Figure 13c ), but expands downstream where a further bar forms adjacent to and in the lee of a large vegetated island (at W in Figure 13c ). The head of this new bar is stabilized by vegetation, and it continues to grow in a downstream direction, although the bar tail is periodically dissected to generate new incipient bars (Figure 13e ). Farther downstream (near X in Figure 13c ), a new bar forms, is stabilized by vegetation, and grows in an upstream direction by bar head accretion over a period of approximately 10-15 years.
[45] The image sequence in Figures 13f-13j provides further examples of bar initiation in a zone of relatively shallow flow located downstream of the thalweg (indicated by the dashed line in Figure 13f ), which crosses from the north bank to the south bank of the river immediately upstream of this region. Several v-shaped compound bars are evident in this area, in addition to a bar that originates as a bank-attached sediment lobe upstream of Y (Figure 13f) , and which is subsequently detached by near-bank scour along its edge. Bars in this area migrate downstream, out of the upstream channel thalweg, and accrete onto the upstream and lateral margins of a group of vegetated islands. The latter are also eroded gradually, notably the island adjacent to Z (Figure 13f ) that is closest to the main channel thalweg, which is trimmed by approximately 500 m between 1986 and 2012. These images also provide estimates of migration rates for several small compound bars that are of the order 110-180 m yr ). The construction of islands by migrating bars (shown in Figures 13f-13j ) in the region immediately downstream of the thalweg as the latter switches to the opposite bank of the river is very similar to the depositional setting of island Y in Figure 12b .
[46] The examples outlined above demonstrate that mechanisms of bar and island evolution evident in the model simulations are consistent with observations of these processes in one of the world's largest anabranching rivers. Moreover, the key elements of bar and island morphology appear to be reproduced well by the model. However, as noted in section 1 and elsewhere [Ashworth and Lewin, 2012] , large anabranching sand-bed rivers exhibit considerable variety in form, and in rates and styles of evolution. For example, Figure 14 shows changes in channel morphology for a 40 km reach of the Jamuna River near Bahadurabad, over a period of 22 years. These satellite images illustrate that the morphology of small compound bars in the Jamuna appears very similar to that of bars in the Paraná and other sand-bed rivers [e.g., Ashworth et al., 2000; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006; Horn et al., 2012] . However, the Jamuna differs significantly from the Rio Paraná and many other large rivers in terms of its floodplain-scale morphology and morphological evolution. For example, many studies have documented the rapid rates of bank erosion and bar and island reworking in the Jamuna [Khan and Islam, 2003; Sarker and Thorne, 2006; Ashworth and Lewin, 2012] . Moreover, Figures 14a-14c illustrate a tendency for the distribution of flow between major branches of the river to change over time and for branches to experience significant temporal shifts in sinuosity. These phenomena are linked to changes in the distribution of the flow at nodal points [Thorne et al., 1993] in the channel network (indicated by red circles in Figures 14a-14c) , thus as the angle between bifurcates and the upstream flow evolves, the distribution of discharge and sediment adjusts, potentially leading to bifurcate abandonment [Jagers, 2003; Kleinhans, et al., 2012] . In the case of this reach of the Jamuna, the bifurcate that feeds the large channel branch on the west side of the braidplain in 1989 (near label X in Figure 14a ) has largely infilled by 2000 (Figure 14b ), leading to a substantial reduction in active width of the western channel branch. By 2011 (Figure 14c ), water supply to this channel has increased due to reopening of the bifurcate, and creation or reopening of a second feeder channel farther downstream. This process drives significant changes in the width of the major channel branch on the east of the braidplain, which also undergoes substantial changes in sinuosity over this period.
[47] Figure 15 shows modeled channel morphology at four points in time over a period of 175 years for a simulation conducted using the baseline model setup, but with higher bank erodibility (E = 10), a steeper channel gradient (S = 10 cm km ). This combination of S and C was selected to yield a similar distribution of depth-averaged velocity to that obtained in the baseline simulation (note that for steady, uniform flow, velocity is proportion to CS 0.5 ), but a different distribution of the shear velocity. This simulation is not intended to represent the Jamuna. However, for reasons that are outlined below, it exhibits morphodynamic behavior that is remarkably similar to that of the Jamuna in several respects. For example, while kilometer-scale unit bars and compound bars are present in this simulation, the large-scale evolution of the river is controlled by the abandonment (indicated by a black circle in Figure 15b ) and activation (red circles in Figures 15c and 15d ) of bifurcates at nodal points in the channel network. This leads to major shifts in the distribution of flow across the braidplain and appears to drive a transition between periods when the river is characterized by a more braided state (e.g., Figures 15a and 15d) and periods when the river has only one major meandering branch at low flow (e.g., Figure 15b ). Such transitions between meandering, braided, and anabranching states have been described previously for the Jamuna [Sarker and Thorne, 2006] . In the model simulation, the location of new bifurcation points is generally linked to braidplain topography and the existence of preferential flow paths along formerly abandoned channels. However, the fundamental process mechanism driving this behavior appears to be the degree to which sediment in motion is deflected by gravity in the direction of the transverse bed slope. In the model, this Figure 14 . Sequence of images showing channel evolution for a reach of the Jamuna River near Bahadurabad, Bangladesh. Red circles highlight nodal points in the river network. Label X indicates a location that is referred to in the text. Landsat imagery courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey.
gravitational deflection is felt only by sediment moving as bed load; hence, where a large proportion of the sand load is carried in suspension, sediment transport down the lateral slope of bars is suppressed, leading to enhanced vertical aggradation of bar tops. This forces lateral divergence of the flow and the creation of rapidly migrating sinuous channels that rework the braidplain more rapidly than in simulations with lower shear velocities. Compared with the baseline model run, this simulation is also characterized by larger islands and greater bifurcation angles, which favor abandonment of one bifurcate as the bifurcation point migrates. Enhanced suspension of sediment in the simulation shown in Figure 15 is a product of higher shear velocities associated with the S, C combination used. For example, shear velocities are typically 20-50% higher for this model run than for the baseline simulation, although sediment adaption lengths are short enough for the capacity-based transport formulation to remain valid. In the Jamuna, enhanced sand suspension (relative to the Paraná for example) is likely to be driven by the finer diameter of the sand load (D 50 = 0.25 mm in the Jamuna compared to 0.3-0.4 mm for the upper and middle Paraná [Latrubesse, 2008] ). Consequently, although the simulation reported in Figure 15 is not intended to mimic the Jamuna, the fundamental mechanism driving the large-scale evolution of the river in this simulation may have direct parallels with mechanisms operating in the Jamuna and linked to the suspension of sand.
Discussion
[48] To our knowledge, the current study represents a first attempt to apply and evaluate a two-dimensional physicsbased model of bar and island morphodynamics in large sand-bed rivers over centennial time scales. It should be noted that the feasibility of simulating such periods is determined in part by the resolution of the model grid, which controls the hydrodynamic time step via the Courant-FriedrichsLewy stability criterion, and the value of the morphodynamic scaling factor (M). Moreover, the upper limit on M is determined by rates of erosion and deposition within the model domain, which are also controlled by the model grid resolution and the choice of sediment transport relation. Use herein of equation (13) to calculate total sand transport yields rates of bar and island evolution that appear to match those observed in satellite imagery of the Rio Paraná (Figures 12  and 13 ). In contrast, although the simulation shown in Figure 15 is not intended to replicate conditions within the Jamuna, comparison between Figures 14 and 15 illustrates that rates of simulated channel change are an order of magnitude lower than observed rates of change. Even accounting for differences in grain size and discharge between the Jamuna and this simulation, this implies that equation (13) may underpredict sediment transport rates in this river substantially [see also Jagers, 2003 ]. This highlights the need for model calibration in applications involving specific field prototypes and also indicates that neglecting the role of available computational resource, maximum simulation periods are dependent upon river scale (which determines grid size) and dynamism.
[49] The model results presented herein are for idealized (hypothetical) rivers; hence, simulated channel morphodynamics are inevitably less complex than in natural rivers, which experience greater variability in flow and sediment supply, and are influenced by the effects of tectonics, valley floor configuration, and Quaternary environmental change. Modeled bar dynamics are also likely to be less complex than in natural systems due to the simplicity of model process representation. For example, the parameterizations of bank erosion and vegetation effects implemented here neglect many feedbacks and could be refined using existing theory and conceptual models [Darby et al., 2002; Corenblit et al., 2007; Straatsma and Baptist, 2008; Gurnell et al., 2012] to account for spatial and temporal changes in floodplain roughness and sediment trapping, and the relationship between bank erodibility and sediment texture. Similarly, most simulations were based on the assumption of a spatially uniform within-channel Chezy roughness coefficient (in equations (5a) and (5b)), which implies a roughness length scale (k s in equation (6)) that is proportional to flow depth. Given that dunes are abundant in sand-bed rivers and have heights that scale approximately with depth [Bridge, 2003] , the assumption of a constant value of C is a reasonable first approximation for bed roughness in the absence of an explicit representation of bed forms. However, there is scope for modifying this approach to use a range of more sophisticated equilibrium and nonequilibrium bed form roughness models [e.g., Giri et al., 2007; van Rijn, 2007] in order to represent the complex relationships between depth, transport stage, and dune dimensions that are evident in field data sets [Amsler and Garcia, 1997; Ten Brinke et al., 1999] . In principal, improved representation of river morphodynamics might also be achieved using a three-dimensional modeling approach. However, Schuurman and Kleinhans [2011] compare twoand three-dimensional model simulations of braid bar development and conclude that they produce comparable results. Moreover, Sloff and Mosselman [2012] note that in addition to being computationally expensive, three-dimensional models may not adequately resolve near-bed flow unless implemented at very fine spatial resolutions. This is particularly significant in the case of sand-bed rivers because where approaches based on the three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are implemented at resolutions that do not resolve bed topography associated with individual bed forms, roughness representation is problematic [Sandbach et al., 2012] and the stronger physical basis of such models relative to depthaveraged approaches may not result in improved model performance [Nicholas et al., 2012] .
[50] The parallels between styles of channel evolution in the Jamuna River and simulation results shown in Figure 15 highlight the potential importance of the suspension of bed material as a control on river morphodynamics and suggest that parameterization of this process deserves greater attention in the future. To achieve this, the model presented herein could be developed to account for multiple sediment size fractions using a nonequilibrium transport formulation [e.g., Begnudelli et al., 2010] , which could be important for the representation of fine size fractions transported in suspension and characterized by large adaption lengths. Perhaps more significantly for the representation of bar and island morphodynamics, considerable uncertainty surrounds the parameterization of gravitational deflection of sediment in motion on a sloping bed, and the degree to which such gravitational effects are felt by sediment transported in suspension [Talmon et al., 1995] . Model results indicate that this process could exert a significant influence on braidplain-scale river dynamics, while simulations reported elsewhere for a wider range of grain sizes and channel slopes show that this mechanism may represent a key control on channel pattern in large sand-bed rivers [Nicholas, 2013b] . Despite this, understanding of sand transport on sloping beds is based largely on results from laboratory studies in channels with simple bed configurations [Zimmermann and Kennedy, 1978; Ikeda, 1982; Talmon et al., 1995] , and there is a clear need for detailed field measurement programs designed to elucidate this process in more natural settings. Moreover, recent fieldbased research on the Rio Paraná [Szupiany et al., 2012] has highlighted the potential role of inertial effects on suspended bed sediment as a control on bar evolution. Inclusion of this effect within morphodynamic simulations may require the adoption of a multiphase model for flow and suspended sediment transport.
[51] Despite the scope for refining model parameterizations of these processes, there is considerable potential for obtaining generic insight into bar and island morphodynamics, even in the presence of uncertainty in process parameterization. For example, the simulations conducted herein illustrate a range of mechanisms of unit bar generation, which are poorly understood at present due to the difficulty of observing such processes in natural rivers (e.g., bed and bank scour in flow confinements or during peak flows, planform flow convergence and divergence promoted by aggrading bars and islands, dissection of compound bar limbs during high flow, detachment of sand previously accreted along bank or bar margins, etc.).
[52] As discussed in section 1, unit bars are recognized as fundamental building blocks of small sand-bed rivers, yet their frequency and role in compound bar construction in large anabranching rivers remain uncertain [Ashworth and Lewin, 2012] . Figure 16 shows temporal changes in the average spacing of unit bars over the duration of two model simulations (these are the model runs shown in Figures 8a and 8c) . Unit bars were mapped using DEMs of difference (DEMoD) generated from successive snapshots of model bathymetry. In such DEMoD, unit bars are clearly identifiable as lobate areas of significant aggradation associated with migrating avalanche faces. By combining analysis of DEMoD with the modeled flow field, individual migrating avalanche faces can be identified, enabling the calculation of the mean spacing between unit bar fronts throughout a simulation. Figure 16 shows that during the early phase of both simulations, there is a rapid decline in bar spacing, which represents the initial development and propagation of unit bars throughout the model domain. Thereafter, mean unit bar spacing is similar in both simulations for approximately 200-250 years. However, in the final 300 years of the model run in which the parameterization of vegetation colonization promotes rapid conversion of compound bars to vegetated islands, there is a substantial increase in unit bar spacing (i.e., a reduction in unit bar frequency). This tendency reflects the fact that mechanisms of unit bar generation, as outlined by Bridge [2003] and observed here, are associated with local channel configurations that are inherently unstable. Consequently, an increase in channel stability, such as that associated with the development and stabilization of large vegetated islands, reduces the frequency of unit bar generation and hence increases their mean spacing. During the period between 350 and 400 years in the simulation with rapid vegetation establishment, several large islands were eroded leading to a short-lived phase of channel instability and associated unit bar generation. In contrast, in the simulation where vegetation establishment is slow, the channel remains in a more dynamic, braided state, and unit bar spacing does not increase substantially. These results suggest that unit bars may be less common in some large sand-bed rivers, such as the Rio Paraná, due to the slow rate of channel evolution and relative stability, which inhibits unit bar generation. However, the relationship between channel stability and unit bar frequency cannot account fully for variations in unit bar frequency. For example, the Rio Negro is a large sandbed river (mean annual discharge approximately 29,000 m 3 s À1 ) [Latrubesse and Franzinelli, 2005] characterized by very stable islands and abundant unit bars. Moreover, the dynamic nature of the Jamuna would imply that unit bars should be abundant therein. Indeed, they are certainly evident in satellite images and have been observed in bathymetric surveys [Coleman, 1969] . If unit bars are less abundant in the Jamuna than implied by the dynamic nature of this river [Ashworth and Lewin, 2012] , this may reflect a further consequence of sand suspension, which may damp bar morphology where the adaption length of suspended material becomes sufficiently large [Federici and Seminara, 2006] . Clearly, the controls on unit bar frequency in large sand-bed rivers are complex and likely include the stability of channel bed and banks, hydrologic and sediment supply regimes, and intrinsic fluvial processes such as the degree to which bed material can be suspended. Disentangling these effects will require a combination of high spatial resolution, high temporal frequency bathymetric surveys, and detailed monitoring of flow and suspended sediment transport mechanics.
Summary
[53] Given the lack of previous research into physics-based morphodynamic modeling of large rivers over centennial time scales, the current study represents a first attempt to assess if such modeling is feasible, and whether it can contribute to understanding of bar and island morphodynamics. This work supports the following main conclusions:
[54] 1. The depth-averaged morphodynamic model presented here (HSTAR), which is based on the shallow water equations with a two-fraction sediment transport scheme and relatively simple treatment of bank erosion and vegetation effects, is able to provide a realistic representation of large sand-bed river morphology (e.g., channel width, depth, and bar shape distributions) and dynamics (e.g., mechanisms of unit bar, compound bar and island evolution).
[55] 2. Model results demonstrate that bar and island stability may be sensitive to hydrologic regime, principally because greater variability in flood magnitude encourages the formation of emergent bars that can be converted to stable islands by vegetation colonization.
[56] 3. Simulations illustrate a range of mechanisms of unit bar generation that have been difficult to observe in field settings, all of which are promoted by local bed and/or bank instabilities, and are often associated with planform flow convergence and divergence. This link between unit bar generation and channel instability provides a potential explanation for the reduced frequency of unit bars observed in some large anabranching rivers that are characterized by stable vegetated islands and slow rates of channel change.
[57] 4. The morphology of large sand-bed rivers is sensitive to the channel shear velocity distribution, which controls the suspension of sand and gravitational steering of sediment by the local bed topography. Model results show that these effects influence vertical rates of bar aggradation and determine the role of bifurcation dynamics as a control on the evolution of the channel network. This observation is consistent with the different styles of multithread river evolution evident in natural sand-bed channels, such as the Rio Paraná and Jamuna River.
[58] 5. Model results are sensitive to the parameterization of the processes outlined in (4) above and to the representation of bed roughness. Moreover, considerable uncertainty surrounds these parameterizations and the associated benefits of accounting for the effects on flow and sediment transport of spatial and temporal variations in alluvial bed forms. Development and evaluation of more robust parameterisations requires the collection of high-resolution process data sets and, critically, DEMs of river bathymetry collected over a range of time scales (from days to decades). Such data are required to resolve the interactions between process-form feedbacks operating at bed form, bar, and whole river scales.
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